Welcome to Ubud. For a more immersive local experience, we’d like to guide you towards some of the interesting businesses and the people behind them that continue to make this city Bali’s most creative and cultured destination.

This city is buzzing with soul.
Food & Beverage
Long known for its craft and culture, Ubud is now home to a burgeoning F&B scene.

Copper Kitchen & Bar
A seasonal earth-to-table rooftop dining led by Executive Chef Ben McRae using locally grown and ethically sourced produce for today’s conscious folk.
Jalan Bisma No.24, +62 361 479 2888

Folk Pool & Gardens
Most beloved center town swim pool known for culture and food mash-ups, home-baked breads, and live grill. Edibles and happy bites by the happy chef, Roy Qira.
Jalan Monkey Forest (across three monkeys), +62 361 9080 888

Liap Liap
A modern Indonesian grill combining exotic grilling and smoking techniques.
Jalan Monkey Forest, +62 361 9080 888

Locavore To-Go
Locavore’s more casual cousin.
Jalan Dewisita, +62 361 977 733

BLANCO par Mandif
Redefining Indonesian cuisine to a higher level.
Jalan Raya Campuhan, +62 361 479 2284

Tukies Coconut
They do anything and everything coconut related. Ask for a big coconut that’s enough for two people.
Jalan Raya Ubud No.14
No Más
Let your hair down at this second storey bar. Nightly DJ music, inexpensive drinks, fast bartenders and the place to meet for a first date.
Jalan Monkey Forest (across Three Monkeys), +62 361 9080 800

Room4Dessert
Interesting cocktail and dessert pairings by the famed Will Goldfarb.
Jalan Raya Sanggingan, +62 812 3666 2806

Mozaic
A modern French restaurant using seasonal Indonesian ingredients.
Jalan Raya Sanggingan, +62 361 975 768

La Pacha Mama
Bali’s first all-natural plant-based authentic Mexican restaurant.
Jalan Raya Penestanan, Campuhan, +62 361 9080 225

PICA
Chris has nailed South American cuisine in Ubud. Enough said.
Jalan Dewisita, +62 361 971 660

La Ramona Tapas
Don’t be fooled by the appearance, this restaurant does rustic with soul.
Jalan Dewisita, +62 813 3737 2294

Seniman Coffee
Experience a tasting session at Seniman Coffee with Rodney and the crew. Seniman does bean roasting, upcycled furniture and menu pairings with their coffee like champions.
Jalan Sriwedari No. 5, +62 361 970 884

Hujan Locale
Bridging Asian fine dining and casual home cooked food.
Jalan Sriwedari, +62 813 3972 0306

Naughty Nuri’s
For Ribs and Martinis. Lo-fi cool.
Jalan Raya Sanggingan, +62 361 977 547

Kebun Bistro
For a casual lunch with bistro favorites.
Jalan Hanoman No. 44, +62 361 780 3801

Golden Monkey
Comfort Chinese food including BBQ and Dim Sum.
Jalan Dewisita, +62 361 908 1842

Dumbo
A modern wood fired Italian food, plus they’re ethically green.
Jalan Raya Sanggingan, +62 812 3838 9993
Shopping

From crafted goods to local fabrics and fashions, shopping in Ubud is all about nostalgia.

Ubdy Natural Goods
For Teak that’s carved by hand and finished with olive oil. Japanese design, locally made.
Jalan Hanoman

Bungawalie Store
The store with an attitude, they say. Fashion and lifestyle products.
Jalan Raya Ubud No.33, +62 361 978 535

Ubud Deli
Looking to stock up on some groceries or fresh produce, be sure to stop by this Deli and sample some of their in-house freshly packed snacks.
Jalan Pellatan, +62 361 971 852

Farmer's Market
Every Sunday features a farmer’s market packed with this region’s freshest produce. Be sure to pick some up and ask to have it juiced.
Jalan Raya Pengosekan, +62 852 3715 3280

Butter Cup
Natural skin care products.
Jalan Gautama 25, Ubud, +62 361 919 298

Threads of Life
Not your typical souvenir shop but a gallery as well. Authentic textiles from the region. Ask for some of Lou Zeldi’s work.
Jalan Kajeng 24, +62 361 972 187
**Truth Soap**
Finely crafted vegan soap.
*Jalan Hanoman*

**Ikat Batik**
Natural Batik and other fabrics from the region, they’re committed to the promotion and preservation of local Balinese art and Indonesian craft.
*Jalan Monkey Forest (Wenara Wana) (Retail Shop) Pejeng, +62 813 3733 0944*

**KOU Cuisine**
Japanese designed soaps and jams that make for great gifts.
*Jalan Monkey Forest No.10, +62 361 972 319*

**Kevala Home**
Ceramics and crafters of homewares.
*Jalan Dewisita No.1, +62 361 479 2532*

**Hot Mama Sambal**
Two cool gals celebrate the famed Indonesian homemade hot sauces (sambal). Great for loved ones back home.
*Jalan Suweta No. 42, +62 896 0506 0009*

**Quarzia Boutique**
Handmade silk batik clothing and homewares fusing Balinese and Italian aesthetics.
*Jalan Dewi Sita No. 8*

**BIASA**
Designer linens for your tropical adventures. Beautifully designed interiors, they do everything from clothing to art exhibitions at their artspace.
*Jalan Raya Sanggingan*

**Neru Indonesia**
Indonesian concept store with a beautifully curated selection of art and other merchandise.
*Jalan Raya Ubud No.33, +62 878 6119 7987*

**We-Ar.it**
Yoga clothing for the conscious.
*Jalan Hanoman*

**Bali Buda Shop**
Groceries, a fully stocked Deli and fresh baked goods for the more conscious consumer. One of Ubud’s institutions.
*Jalan Jembawan No.1*
Activities
From coffee roasting sessions to horse riding in the rice fields, Ubud’s got activities for the outdoor enthusiasts and leisure seekers covered.

A helpful tip:
Start early and plan ahead to get the most out of your day.

Seniman Coffee Studio
Daily roasting workshop are available so go down there for their regular meetups. Design your own blend unique to Bali. Tetap Happy Coffee Roasters is also a supplier of great coffee around town. Try their cold brew!
Jalan Sriwedari, +62 812 3607 6640

Sacred Monkey Forest
A fun way to spend a couple of hours. Buy bananas for the monkeys.
Jalan Monkey Forest, Ubud, +62 361 971 304

Campuhan Ridge Walk
A beautiful way to spend your morning. Start early before it gets too hot.
Starts near Warwick IBah, Ubud.

Tegallalang Rice Terrace
Close to Ubud town, this is a fantastic place to visit and wander for hours. Makes for great travel pics. Have a coffee and chat with some of the locals.
Between Tegalalang and Ubud.

Ubud Stables
Horseback adventure in Ubud.
Banjar Timbul, Tegalalang, +62 813 3958 5666
Galleries

Art and Culture have long been the cornerstones of Ubud and the extended Gianyar Regency. Ubud is home to many galleries and museums featuring different classifications of art.

Agung Rai Museum of Art (ARMA)
Their philosophy makes this place a must see.
“Art is a way of life” - Agung Rai, Arma founder.
Jalan Pengosekan, Ubud, +62 361 976 659

Neka Art Museum
Contemporary paintings and a significant private collection of keris.
Jalan Raya Campuhan, Kedewatan Village, +62 361 975 074

Don Antonio Blanco Museum
Heritage of Maestro Antonio Blanco.
Jalan Raya Campuhan, +62 361 975 502

Museum Puri Lukisan
A historical landmark with some of the finest Balinese Modern Art. The museum was set up by Rudolf Bonnet and the former Prince of Ubud to display and preserve Balinese art.

House of Masks and Puppets
A real fascinating cultural journey here, this cluster of structures houses plenty of masks and puppets from around Indonesia and the world. Independently owned and run by an Indonesian artist.
Jalan Tegal Bingin, Mas, Ubud, +62 361 898 7493
Karsa Spa
A day of total bliss.
Jalan Bangkiang Sidem, Keliki, Tegallalang, +62 361 849 3518

Ubud Traditional Spa
A family spa with a focused and perfected selection of local treatments. A traditional experience unlike any other.
Jalan Rsi Markandya I, Payogan, Kedewatan, +62 361 898 9540

Tamarind Spa at Murni’s House
Murni’s is a charming little enclave with an array of services focusing on health, wellness and the arts. Featuring an extensive range including European-inspired treatments.
Jalan Raya - opposite Pura Dalem, Ubud, +62 361 970 923

Taksu Healing Haven
The weekly Sound Healing events at Taksu are not to be missed!
Jalan Goutama Selatan, Ubud, +62 361 971 490

Shambala Spa
Nurture your body and soul with an all-day spa selection. Choose from sound healing to the more simple foot reflexology option. They’re big on value here so feel free to make this a regular affair.
Jalan Monkey Forest, on Lotus Lane, Ubud, +62 361 479 2229

Radiantly Alive
Go for their classes, workshops, yoga teacher trainings, and mingle with other passionate yogis.
Jalan Jembawan No. 3, +62 361 978 055

Treatments
All sorts of treatments and therapies are available in the surrounding area to suit any preference. Choose from the seriously rustic to truly luxurious experiences this regency has to offer. Ubud massages are a staple to any holiday.
Bisma Eight is a part of the unique Ubud experience. We help people discover and define what Ubud means to them and we strive to create singular moments that surprise and delight. Tropical Modern is a burgeoning travel movement and different approach to the way in which people relate to a place. Ubud means something different to everyone, and Bisma Eight is what Ubud means to us.

We want to share it with you.
Here's To Great Adventures

#bismaeight

Jalan Bisma, Ubud
Gianyar 80571, Bali - Indonesia
+62 361 4792888